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Several products like o11(x), S(x)e(x), s<m>(x). x-n, 0(x) . x-n, etc., where S(x), G(x). x-n,
etc., are kernels or the corresponding Schwartz distributions, are studied in the frame
work of the class of lhe asymptotic functions F0 Introduced in a previous paper [11]. In
some particular cases many formulae are derived and several examples are presented.
The work is of mathematical type but its motivations lie in some problems in quantum
theory. It is closely connected with a series of previous works [1 - 11) and first of aU
with [II).
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Introduction
In ([ 11 ]. ( 4.20)) we showed that every Schwartz distribution possesses
kernels in the class of the asymptotic functions F 0 ([11], (2.1)), i. e. for every
TE fi' there exists /E F0 such that the infinitesimal equality
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( T, q>),...

Jf(x)q>(x)dx,

q>E~.

-co

is valid. On the other hand, the class F0 is a ring and, in particular, any two
asymptotic functions from F 0 can be correctly multiplied. So, we are able to
construct products like o2(x), 0(x). x - n. o(x). x - n, etc., where o(x). x-n, 0(x),
etc. are kernels of the corresponding Schwartz distributions.
The purpose of the present papep is to study the properties of the pro
ducts of the above mentioned type and to offer several examples of them. In
particular, a series of formulae of "asymptotic functionals" ([ llj, (4.1 )) deter
mined by the products o2{x). o(x) .x- n, 0(x) . x~n. etc. is derived and their
dependence on the choice of the kernels o, 0(x), x-n, etc., is established. Our
interest in the products of that kind is connected with some problems in quan·
tum field theory where expressions like o2(x), o(x). x-n, 0 (x). x -n, etc. appear
in some calculations and cause disadvantages of the mathematical basis of this
theory.
The paper is closely connected with the work [11]; we presuppose the
knowledge at least of the definitions of the class F0 and some of its proper
ties. We advise the reader as well to have a look at the last two pages of
(II] where some useful remarks are given (p 1), (4.30), (4.31)). And finally, we
Would like to note that for the sake of simplicity we are going to choose our
Uamples first of all among the so called "standard asymptotic functions"
([11], (2.28)) since their properties can be more easily investigated.
In this paper the asymptotic functions, respectively the Schwartz distribu·
tions, of one variable only are considered but most of the results can be easily
zed to the case of asymptotic functions and distributions of more than
variables.

1. Asymptotic Delta-Functions
Under the term "asymptotic delta-function" or equivalently "asymptotic
Dirac's function" we shall understand any kernel oi the Dirac's distribution
in the sense of ((11 ). (4.9)), i. c. any asymptotic function S EF0 ([11, (2.1 )) for
which the infinitesimal equality

JS(x)cp(x)dx,...,.cp(O),
00

(1.1)

cp EfJ

- oo

is valid, where g; is the well-known class of test-functions with compact supports
used in the Schwartz theo ry of distributions and the integral in ( 1.1) is defin
ed in ([11], (2.3)). Recall that the integrals ol the asymptotic functions are
in general, asymptotic numbers [ l -5]. On the other hand, two asymptotic num~
bers a and b are called to be "inf initely close" and we write this as a ~ b. if
a- b is an infinitely small number (infinitesimal) [6]. Besides that we are going
to use the same or nearly the same notations for a given distribution and its
kernels in F0 as we just did in (l.l). And finally, let us recall once again [11]
that a given Schwartz distribution possesses not one but infinitely many ker
nels in the class of asymptotic functi ons F0 so, in particular, we have not one
but infinitely many asy111ptotic delta functious in F0 •
Here are some examples of asymptotic delta-functions:
(1.2) Example: Let us put
(1.3)

where p E~ and

Jp(x)dx = 1.
00

(1.4)

-oo

Let S EF0 be the asymptotic fun ct ion determined by 6, i. e.
0= (6),
where f ] is the corresponding equivalence class ([11 ), (2.1)). Now, it is evi
dent that 6 is a delta-sequence, i. e.

(1.5)

00

( 1.6)

lim
t--+0

J6(x, c)cp(x)dx = cp(O),

cp EfJ.

-co

Hence we obtain (1.1) having in mind ([6), Theorem 30, (i)) and, of course,
the definition of the notion of "integral" in F0 (Ill], (2.3)).
(1.7) Remark: The above example offers, in fact, a family of kernels of the
Dirac's distribution where the fun ction p plays the role of a parameter of the
family. In other words, the different p in example (1.2) gives different asym
ptotic delta-functions S; more precisely, we should have written 6p and op
instead of 6 and S, respectively, but we preferred the latter notations for the
sake of convenience.
(1.8) Example: Let the asymptotic function o be determined by the well-known
delta-sequence
I
e
6(x, s) = -;t xll+t2 , xEfJt, sE(O, 1),
(1.9)

i. e. o= [ll]. Then '6 is another example of a kernel of the Dirac's distribution.
(1.1 0) Example : Let
equivalently " ~sy ~pt~tic
1 the Dirac's dtstnbutton
ction o EFo ([11 , l2.1 )) for

(1.11)

c

o·

a-functions:
E(O, 1),

by fl, i. c.

flo(x. e) = fl(x, e)+ cr(x+ie) - cr(x-k),

eE(O, 1),

2. Powers of '6
It is well-known that the n-th power of the Dirac's distribution does not
exist for n?. 2 in the Schwartz theory of distributions. But the n·th power on
of any kernel o of the Dirac's distribution exists since, as we mentioned above,
the class of the asymptotic functions F 0 is a ring ([llJ, (2.19)) and, consequent
ly, every two asymptotic functions can be correctly multiplied. Our purpose
in this section is to study the properties of on for different choice of the ker
nels o of the Dirac's distribution. To this end we are going to use some
results of ([11 ], Section 4) and, in particular, the asymptotic distributions gene
rated by the above mentioned power an.
(2.1) Theorem (The n-th Power of '6 ): Let oEF 0 be any standard ((1I], (2.28))
kernel of the Dirac's distribution (i. e. Dirac's delta-function) for which the
integrals
00

Jon(x)X"dx.

([ll], (2.1)). Now, it is evi

·k = O, I, ..., n- 1,

are convergent (n is a natural number) and
Then the infinitesimal equality

Jon(x)<p(x)dxRO I
00

(2.3)

eorem 30, ( i)) and, of course,

[11] (2.3)).

xE9t,

where fl is determined by (1.9). It is easy to verify that the asymptotic func
t ions oo = [fla] are also kernels of the Dirac's dist ribution. Moreover, the differ
ent cr determined different kernels oa.
(1.13) Remark (Standard asymptotic function s) : In ([ll J, (2.28)) we introduced
the notion of a "standard asymptotic funct i on~ which will be important fo r
the rest of the paper. Notice that the asymptotic delta-functions exposed in
example ( 1.2) and this one from example ( 1.8) are standard asymptotic func
tions while the asymptotic delta-functions from example ( 1.1 0) by cr::f=O are
not standard.

(2.2)
3
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Mni - l)k<pt">(O), <p E~

• •O

-oo

t a' family o[ kernels of the

is valid where the coefficients M,,. (which are asymptotic numbers in general)
are determined by the formula

)\e ( 1.2) gives different asym
uld have written flp and op
~d the latter notations for the

(2.4)

h~ role of a parameter of the

determined by the well-known
&E(O, 1),

_( - ll

M nk - k (

Joo8n (x)X"dx, k -_ 0,

1, ..., n- 1.

-oo

(2.5) Remark: The asymptotic functi ons presented in example (1.2) and exam
ple (1.8) satisfy the assumption of the above theorem in contrast to the asym
ptotic functions from example ( 1.1 0) which do not satisfy it for cr::j=O, since
they do not possess the property to be ~standard" ones.

Proof: (i) The assumption for o "to be standard" means that o is the equiva.
lence class determined by some function v EV ([ll ], (1.1)) of the type
v(x, e) = c- mp(x-:-xo).

xE!R,

cE(O, 1)

for some bounded smooth function p, some x 0 E9l and some mEZ ([11],(1.19))
(ii) The assumption for o "to be a kernel of the Dirac's distributions" implle~

Jv(x, c)cp(x)dx=q>(O),
00

lim
£-tO

cp E ~

-oo

which implies m= I, x 0 =0 :md

Jp(x)dx = I ,
00

(2.6)
i. e. v is, in fact, of the type

v(x, c) =+ p (: ).

(2.7)

xEal,

cE(O, 1),

for some bounded function p EC"" satisfying (2.6);
(iii) From the assumption "the integrals (2.2) to be convergent" follows
the convergence of the integrals
00

Jpn(x)Xkdx,

k=O, I, ..., n- l ;

(iv) Finally, the formulae (2.3) and (2.4) are obtained as a particular case
of ((I I}, Lemma (2.36)). Tbe proof is completed.
(2.8) Remark: (The square of o) We shall especially pay attention to the case
tt=2 for the significance of the square o2(x) in quantum field theory. In this
case condition (2.2) reduces to the convergence of the integrals

Jo2(x)Xkdx,
00

(2.9)

k =O, I,

-oo

and the formulae (2.3) and (2.4) go to

Joll(x)cp(x)dx~M~0cp(O)-M:11cp'(O).
00

(2.10)

- oo

and
(2.1I )
- oo

and
(2.12)
respectively.

M~1 =-

...

Jo(x).xdx,
2

cpE!il,

means that o is the equiv a
ll], (1.1)) of the type
E E(0,

1)

o be

(2.13) Example: Let
Then (2.4) gives

Mnk --

(2 14)

the asymptotic delta-function from

" f... p"(X )X"d X,

example ( 1.2)

k = 0, 1, .. ., n- 1,

S • - "+I(-l
-k- )
1

-oo

t and some m EZ ([11 ), (1.19)).
.e Dirac's distributions" implies

so, we see that the calculation of the asymptotic coefficients M,11 reduces to
the calculation of co mmon Riemann's integrals. Recall [5] that s is a (fixed)
positive infinitesimal defined by the formula

S= {nln(s)=s + O(s), lims- •O(s) = O, kEZ}.

(2.1 5)

e.....O

We see as well that all coefficients M,k are either infinitely large numbers or
zero excepting M,,,_ 1 which is a usual complex number.
(2.16) Example: Let o be the asymptotic delta-function of example (1.8). Then
we obtain

f

00

(2.17)

M

n.~k

-

s~k-n+I _
. -2
11

-

1t

x 2kdx

(2k) I _ .., (x2+1)" '

k- 0 I
-

s E(0. 1),

(2.18)

M ,t.llk+l =

0, k = O, 1, ...•

'

[n;

' ' · ''

1
]·

);

.2) to be convergent" follows

In particular, in the case n=2 we have

f oll(x)<p(x)dx ~ 2~5 <p(O),
00

(2.1 9)
, n-1;

cp E~.

Notice that
!

obtained as a particular case

ially pay attention to the ca~e
quantum field theory. In tb1s
of the integrals

f o (x)
00

2

(2.20)

2~ 5

;

o(O) = :s •

so, we have in this case

1,

rp'(O), cp E£iJ,

dx =

- oo

as opposed to the use of some formal expressions in quantum field theory.
(2.21) Remark: A fo rmula which is similar to (2.19) is derived in [1 5] in the
framework of another fo rmalism.
In some particular cases the asymptotic functional in the left side of (2.3)
could be calculated exactly in the form of infinite series.
(2.22) Theorem: Let o EF 0 be a standard kernel of the Dirac's distribution for
which all the integrals

J
00

(2.23)

b"(x)Xkdx,

k = O, 1. .. .

are convergent (n is a natural number). Then we have

J
00

(2.24)

00

on(x)<p(x)dx= _2~ M,k(- l)k~p<•>(O),
k=O

<pE~.

where
(2.25)
-oo

and the series in (2.24) is convergent in the interval topology of the systetn
of the asymptotic numbers (6].
(2.26) Remark: Notice that the asymptotic delta-function from example (1 2)
satisfies the assumptions of the above theorem.
·
Proof: Just as in (i) and (ii) of the proof of Theorem (2.1) we conclude that
o is determined by function of the type (2.7). T he assumption ~an integrals (2 23)
to be convergent" implies the convergence of the integrals
·

Jpn(x)X*dx,
00

k=O, 1, . . .

-oo

So, we have the asymptotic expansion

JUt(x, e)<p(x)dx;-_. .J:
co

00

0

&.t-n+l

cnl.( - 1)kq>CkJ(O),

k•O

-oo

where the complex coefficients cn.t are determined by the formula

c""=<-,/,>

"

Jpn(x)Xkdx.
00

-oo

Corresponding to (( 11], Lemma (2.29)), we obtain

f on(x)cp(x)dx= .,l; s•-n+t cni-l)*cp<.t>(O),
co

00

q> E~-

k-<l

Notice that the convergence of the above series follows directly from ((6],
Theorem 41 ). On the other qand, we easily establish the connection between
Cn11 and Mn~~

Mnk= s.t-n+tcn.k
and the last formula but one reduces to (2.24). The proof is completed .

3. Asymptotic Heaviside's Functions
Corresponding to the terminology introduced in (1 1], ~asymptotic Heavi·
side's function" or "asymptotic 0-function" will be called any of the kernels
of the Heaviside's distribution, i. e. any 0 EF 0 for which

J0(x)cp(x) dx= Jq>(x)dx,
00

(3.1)

-oo

00

cp E~

0

holds. Notice that there are many 0 for which (3.1) holds and we shall offer
some examples of them.
(3.2) Example : Let p E~ and

J
00

p(x)dx = 1

(3.3)

-oo

:0, l. ...
al topology of the system
1nction from example ( 1.2)
rem (2.1) we conclude that
:umption "all integrals (2.23)
integrals

and let us put

x/c

t(x,e) =

(3.4)

J

p(y)dy,

xE&l,

&E(O, 1).

-oo

Then the asymptototic function 0 determined by t, i. e. 0 = [tJ, offers an exam
ple of an asymptotic Heaviside's function; in fact, for the different choice of
p we ~btain different 0 so, we have not one but a family of asymptotic
Heavistde's functions. It is easy to verify that the derivath·e 0 ' of 0 is asym
ptotic delta-function of the type described in example (l.2).
(3.5) Example : Let us put
1
f -arc tg(t/x),
I

t(x,

(3.6)

t)=i

x<O.

1t

1/2,

x = O,

ll --Jt1- arc tg(cjx),

x>O,

xE~. eE(O, l)

and let 0 be the asymptotic function determined by -c, i. c.
by the formula

0 =ft).

(3.7)

Then 0 is another (different from (3.2)) example of a kernel of the Heaviside's
distribuhon. The derivative 0' of 0 coincides with the asymptotic delta-func
tion of example (1.8).
(3.8) Theorem: If 0 is an asymptotic lleavtside"s function, then its derivative
0 ' is an asymptotic delta-function.
Proof : The above theorem is a direct corollary of ([ll), Theorem ( 4.14), (iii)).
s follows directly from ([6),
)lish the connection between

f he proof is completed.

d in (1 1), "asymptotic Heavl·
be called any of the kernels
•r which

4. The Product

S(x). 0(x)

Recall that the product o(x). 0(x) has no sense in the Schwartz theory
of distributions. If o(x) and 0(x), however, are not distributions themselves
but corresponding kernels in F 0 of the delta-function and Heaviside's distribu
tions, respectively, the product o(x). 0(x) is correctly defined and we are able
to study its properties. P rovided some additional assumptions the following
theorem takes place
(4.1 ) Theorem (The product o(x). 0(x)): Let o and 0 be two stand aid kernels
([ llJ, (2.28)) from the class F0 of the delta-distribution and the Heaviside's
distribution, respectively. Then: (i) The infinitesimal equality

f o(x)0(x)dx~Icp(O),
00

(4.2)

cp Et»

-oo

is valid where the coefficient I is a complex number (but not an asymptotic
one) determined by the formula

(3.1) holds and we shall offer

f

00

(4.3~

I=

-oo

o(x)0(x)dx;

(ii) In the particular case when 5 = 9' the coefficient I is equal to J/2, i,

f o(x)9(x) cp

e.

00

(4.4)

(x) dx = +

cp E~.

cp(O),

- oo

(4.5) Remark: Notice t hat 0= 0 ' is not valid for every asymptotic delta-func
tion o and for every asymptotic Heaviside's fun ction 0 (compare with T heo

rem (3.8)).
Proof: (i) The assumption for o and 0 to be "standard asymptotic functions'•
leads to the conclusion that o and 0 are determined by functions of the type
A(x, s)=+-P( :).

xEBI,

sE(O, 1)

and
xE 91,

't(X, s)=x(: ).

sE (0, 1),

respectively, for some bounded smooth functions p and x pro vided as well
condition (2.6) for p (see the (i)-part of the proof of Theorem (2.6)). From
this point onward the proof is elementary. Indeed, we can easily calculate

J

Jp(y)x(y)cp(sy)dy

00

00

A(x, e)'t(x, e)<p(x)dx =

-oo
00

= <p(O)

00

J

p( y)x(y)dy +

-oo

Notice now that
(4.6)

J

p(y)x(y) [cp(ey)- cp(O)]dy.

-oo

...

f

...

P(y)x( y)dy

=

J

o(x)E>(x)dx=l

-oo

and
00

lim

J

p(y)x(y)[<p(sy)-<p(O)]dy=O

C-+0

-oo

which follows to

J
00

S(x)E>(x)[cp(x) - cp(O)]dx= O.

In order to obtain ( 4.2) we have to apply the definition of "integral" in the
class of t he asymptotic functions F0 (Ill ], (2.3)). As to the constant I the for
mula (4.6) reduces its calculation to the calculation of a usual Riemann's integ·
rat of the usual s mooth function p . x E
so, we have IE C ;
(ii) And finall y, 0=0' implies P= x' and the formula (4.6) gives I = 1f2.
The proof is completed.
(4.7) Example: Let S and 0 be chosen as in example (1.8) and example (3.5~
respectively. In this particular case we obtain

coo

00

(4.8)

I=

J

S(x)0(x)dx=

- oo

~

,

:nt I is equal to 1/2. i. e.
>E~.

so, the formula (4.4) holds for the above mentioned choice of 8 and E>.
(4.9) Example: Let 8 be an asymptotic delta-function of the type described in
example ( 1.2) for
(4.10)

p(x) =

}n e-x•,

x Edt.

1

ry asymptotic delta-func
E> (compare with Theo

Let 0 be the asymptotic 0 -function of example (3.5). Then

:ud asymptotic functions''
by functions of the type

(4.11 )

0

~

I=

J

8(x)E>(x)dx=-

nJ n Je-x• arc tg (1/x)dx

=~

0, 1)
1),

and x provided as well
of Theorem (2.6)). From
~ can easily calculate

+ }n f e- x•(t-+arctg(l /x))dx = 1
and the formula (4.2) reduces to

:>

<p(sy)dy

-~
00

00

J8(x)0(x)<p(x)dx~<p(O),

(4.1 2)

in the particular case under consideration.

5. The Powers of
y)-<P(O))dy.

<p E!'},

- oo

x-n

Recall that the distribution P(X-") (where n is a natural number) named
•the principal value of x-n" is defined by means of the fo ll owing formula:
00

1

(5.1)

<P(X-"), <p)= lim- 2
, ....o

1
f[(f+u:)
~+-,] <p(t)dt,
(t-te)

<f>E!'J.

-~

Recall, moreover, that if m is a natural number bigger than 1, then the powel
(P(x-")r
has no sense in the conventional theory of distributions. But if x-n EP0 is any
kernel of P(x-") (recall that every distribution possesses kernels in the class
of the asymptotic fu nctions P0 ([ 11 ), Theorem (4.20)), then the power (X-n)m
has sense in P0 and we are going to study some of its properties.
(5.2) Theorem : Let x-n EP0 be a standard kernel of the distribution P(X-") Ef)'
(5.1 ) and let m be a natural number. Then infinitesimal equality
1ition of "integral" in the
to the constant I the for
i a usual Riemann's integ
tve IE C;
:ormula (4.6) gives I = 1/2.

00

(5.3)

J[X -"(t)) <p(t)dt ~ <P (x-nm), <p) + .J) Mn.rn.k( - J)ktp(kJ(O),
nm-2

111

<pE£9,

k=O

-oo

Is valid where the coefficients M, .m..t (which are asymptotic numbers in gene
ral) are determined by the formula

e (1.8) and example (3.5),

J(X-"(t)]mtk dt,
00

(5.4)

Mn.rn.k= (-,/(

k=O, 1, .. ., nm- 2.

-oo

We shall omit the proof of the above theorem since it is very similar to
the proofs of the theorems exposed so far.

(5.5) Corollary: By the assumption of the above theorem the formula

JIX-11
00

(5.6)

nm:-2

J
00

(iW'<p(t )dt=

x -nm(t)<p(t) dt

+L

Mn.m.•(- J)k<p(kl(O), q> E~

k=()

is valid.
Proof: (5.3) implies directly (5.6) having in mind the infinitesimal equality:

f

00

x -nm(t )<p(t)dt= <P(x-nm), q>),

QJE~

- oo

which holds by assumption.
(5.7) Example: Let r,. be the smooth function defined as foll ows:
111!21

(5.8)

rn(t )= (fl+ 1)-nL

( - I )kt11-2k,

tE tH,

k=O

and let us put
(5.9)

Comparing with (5.1) we can verify that
V 11(t,

&) ~ P(X-"),
......o

so. the asymptotic fnnction defined by
x-n(vn)

(5.10)

is an example of a standard kernel of the distribution P(X- 11).
(S.ll)Example: Let us put n = l and m = 2 in(5.3) and (5.4) and Jet
us choose for x -t the asymptot ic function defined in example (5.7) for n= l
Then, fo rmula (5.4) gives
00

(5.12)

M 1, 2 , 0

=

J[X- (1)] dt =
1

2

;s

-oo

which is obviously an infinitely large asymptotic number (2.15). So, we have.
00

f (X-

(5.13)

1

(t)j2<p(t)dt =(P(X- 2 ),

<p) +

- oo

2~

<p(O),

<j>E£'J.

(5.1 4) Remark: Having in mind rormula (2.20) we can write (5.13) in the follow·

ing way:
00

(5.15)

J[X- {t)] cp(t) dt = (P(X-2),
1

2

00

q>)+ n2

J~P(t)<p(t) dt,

<p E~.

-oo

where, let us recall once again, o and x - 1 are the asymptotic functions defined
in example (1.8) and example (5.7), respectively, being some specially chosen
kernels of the Dirac's distribution and 0-distribution, respectively. In fact, It
is easy to verify that we ha ve

~

(5.16)

theorem the formula

which implies, of course, the strict (but not infinitesimal) equality

n- Z

)' M n.,. .•(- 1)•<p<•l(O), <p E.!1}

_.

j[

x- 1(t)J 9<p(t) ctt =

(5.17)

=()

j

x - 2(t)<J>(t) dt + 1t2

-oo

ind the infinitesimal equality:

•

), <J>) , <J> E.!1}

j

o2(t)<p(t) dt,

<p E.!1}.

-oo

(5.18) Remark: Formula (5.16) is very similar to the formula
[P(X- 1))9= P(X-a)+n2&9(x)

derived in the framework of the Mikusinski's sequential approach to the theory
or distributions ([14 ), p. 286).

iefined as follows:

6. The Product o<"'>(x) . .x- n
t E!11,

-2•,

(6.1) Theorem: Let o and x-n be two standard kernels of the Dirac's distri
bution and distribution P(X- n) (5.1 ), respectively. and let m be a non-nega
tive integer. Then the infinitesimal equality

eE(O, 1).

f""

0<111>(t )X- "(t) (j) ( t) dt

(6.2)

=

- co

m+n
d,., 11 , ; ( - 1)k<p(kl(Q),

I

<p E~

/;=[)

is valid where the coefficients d,.,11 •• (which are asymptotic numbers in general)
are determined by the formula

(6.3)

:ibution P(X- n).
2 in (5.3) and (5.4) and let
ined in example (5.7) for n= 1

1t

drn.n-" =

(~~)"

Jo<m>(t)X-n(t)tkdt,
""

k=O. I..... m+n.

The proof is very similar to the proofs of the previous theorems and we
shall omit it.
(6.4) Example: We shall calculate the coefficients d,""·" (6.3) for the asympto
tic delta-function o defined In examJlle ( 1.8) and for the asymptotic' function
x-n defined in example (5.7). In this case we have

lt =rs

II

Jp<"'>(t)r (t)t
co

d m.n.k = ( -l)
sA-m-n
k!

(6.5)

tic number (2.15). So, we have.

n

11

dt•

-oo

where
I

(6.6)
.ve can write (5.13) in the follow·

f 02(t)<J>(t)
""

-

I

p(t)= -;- l+xz•

XEBl,

and rn is df!fined by (5.8). So, the calculation of dm.n.k is reduced to the cal
culation of some common Riemann's integrals. We obtain easily

(6.7) dm.n.k =0 when m+n and k are both odd or even which implies
dt,

<J> E£5),

ex>

the asymptotic functions defined
y being some specially chosen
:ibution, respectively. In fact, it

(6.8)

.,.,
o(mi(t).X-II(t) <p (t) dt

J
-oo

[m~n ]

=I

dm.n. m+n- 2k. ( -1 yn+ll- 2k<p(M+fl- 211 l(O),

(j) E !'J.

k=O

Notice that a formula similar to (6.8) is obtained in 112] in the framework

of another formalism.

Here are some particular cases of (6.8):
(i) The case m= n- 1: we have
d, _ 1,,.k= 0, k = O, 1. .. ., 2n-2

and

11

(- 1) (n -l)l

2(2n-l) I

and (6.8) reduces to

j o<"- ll(t)X- "(t)cp(t)

(6.9)

dt

=.i=.~r:~~~~lL!_ cpc2n-1>(0).

~-

cp E

- oo

Notice that formula (6.9) is very similar to a formula obtained by B. Fis h
er (13J in the framew ork of the theory of distributions.
(ii) The case m = O, n = 2:

Jo(t) x - (t)cp(t) dt = - 4! cp (O} + +cp"(O),
00

(6.10)

3

2

cp E~ ;

(iii) The case m = n= 1:

Jo'(t)X- (t)cp(t) dt ~- 4! cp (O)00

(6.11)

1

2

~ cp (0), cp E~.
0

- oo

etc.

7. The Product 0(x). x-n
Recall that the product 0(x). P(A -n), where 0 is the Heaviside's distribu·
tion and P(X-") is the principal value of x-n (5.1 ) has no sense in the con
ventional theory of distributions. On the other hand, it is known [ 15) that
this product has a signifi cance in quantum field theory. So, our purpose here
will be to study some properties of this product in cases when 0 and P(X-")
are replaced by their kernels in the class of the asymptotic functions Fo
(7.1) Theorem (The product 0(x). x-n): Let 0 , x -n EF0 be two standard ker
nels of the Heaviside's distribution (Heaviside's function) and P(X-")-distribu
tion (5.1), respectively (n is a natural number). Then the following infinitesi
mal equality

f 0(t)X- "(t)cp(t) dt - I
oo

(7.2)

n- 2

M,k( - I )k qJ(kl(O)

k -<J

-oo

= { <P+(X-"), cp},

o-1

is valid where the coefficients
are determined by the fo rmula
(7.3)
- oo

M,,~-

cp<"- 11(0) = 0,
cp<'•-l>(O)=t=o. <P E~

(which are asymptotic numbers in general)

and the distribution P+(X- n) E~ ' is defined as follows :

J[wn(t + ls)-wn(t - is)]<p(t)dt,
00

<P+(x-n), <p) = lim

(7.4)

-2

e-+0

<pE!'J,

-oo

for
(7.5)

o- 1

(7.6) Remark: Recall ([5J, Definition 5, (v)) that
ptotic number defined by the formula
mula obtained by B. Fish
ions.
. <t>''(O), <t> E~ ;

0-1 = {ala:(O, 1) - C,

(7.7)

is an infinitely large asym

limsa(s) = O}.

,...o

We shall omit the proof of the above theorem because it is very similar
to the proofs of Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (4.1 ).
(7.8) Definition (The asymptotic function x:;n): The asymptotic function
x;n EF0 will be defined as an equivalence class determined by the function
(7.9)

vt(x, e)=wn(x+is)- wnCx- ls),

xEgf,

sE(O, l),

where w is defined by (7.5). In other words, we have
- <p"(O), <t> E~ .

X :;n= [v:J.

(7.10)

Having in mind (7.4) we conclude that
P+(x-n), i. e.

x:;n is

J

a kernel of the distribution

00

X ; n(t)<p(t) dt ,.,.<P+(X- 1') , <p},

(7.11 )
'> is the Heaviside's dislribu·

1) has no sense in the con
hand, it is known [ 151 that
.heory. So, our purpose here
n cases when 0 and P(X-n)
symptotic functions Fo
-n EF 0 be two sta~da!d ~er·
nction) and P(x- )_-d,_st_nb~
hen the following mhmtest·

(7.12) Corollarly: By the assumption of Theorem (7.1) the following infinitesi
mal equality is valid:

<t>E~

ymptotic numbers in general)

=0, l, . .., n-2,

J
oo

(7.1 3)

0(t)x-n(t)<p(t) dt ""=>

J
oo

•

x ; n(t)<p(t) dt +

n- 2

E Mnk(-

1)k<p(k)(0), <p E2},

k=O

-oo

where Mnk are determined by formula (7.3).
Proof: Formula (7.13) follows directly from (7.2) and (7.11).

8. Some Concluding Remarks

- l)k <t><kl(O)

:0,
:0,

<p E~

1. The reader has probably noted that most of the results presented in
this paper are obtained by the assumption that the asymptotic functions under
consideration are "standard" ones, i. e. they are a very particular kind of asym
ptotic functions from the class F0 described in ([11 J, (2.28)). This assumption
Is an essential one; many of the theorems presented so far fail to be true if
the corresponding asymptotic functions are not standard. Here is an example:
(8.1) Example: Let o be the asymptotic delta function defined in example (1.2)
and let o* be the asymptotic function defined by the equivalence class

(8.2)

o• = [ t:."'I.

where
(8.3)

A*(x, e)=+-

p(: )+ !~ p"(:),

eE(O, 1),

xE9t,

and p is_ the smooth function taken from example (1.2). It is easy to verify
that o* IS another (different from o) kernel of the Dirac's distribution, i. e.

Jo*(x) q> (x) dx = Jo(x)tp(x) dx = cp(O),
00

(8.4)

00

-oo

q> E!'A.

-oo

On the other hand, function (8.3) is not obviously of the type ([11], (1.20))
which means that o* is not a standard asymptotic function in contrast to 0
which is a standard one. It is not difficult to verify as well that formula (2.10)
is not true for o*, i. e. for every two asymptotic numbers M!lo and M 21 there
exists q> E!'A for which the difference

J[o*(x)]llq>(x) dx-{M q>(O)-M q>'(O)}
00

(8.5)

20

21

-oo

is not an infinitesimal number. The reader could invent himself many other exam
ples of asymptotic functions which are not standard and for which the theo
rems presented so far fail to be true.
2. The following question arises: Why do we not restrict ourselves to the
class of all standard asymptotic function > only but work in the whole class
F0 ? It is a pity but this turns out to be impossible because the class of aU
standard asy mptotic functions is not closed with respect to the operation of
addition (although it is closed with respect to multiplication). For example, if
o and x- 11 are the asymptotic functions defined in example ( 1.8) and example
(5.7) respectively, then o. x -n is standard, indeed, but o+X- 11 is not standard
asymptotic function although both o and x-n are standard. That is why we
are not able to separate the standard asymptotic functions in a separate class
and must continue to work in the framework of the whole class F 0 ;
3. We shall draw attention once again to the focal points of this work :
(i) Every Schwartz diS'tribution TE !'A' possesses kernels f in the class of
the asymptotic functions F0 ([! 1], Theorem (4.20));
(ii) F0 is a ring, i. e. every two asymptotic functions can be c erectly
added and multiplied. In particular, the products like o2{x), o(x). 0(x), o(x)<~> . x-,
0 (x) . x-n, etc. have sense in F0 for every choice of the kernels o, 0, x-n of
the corresponding Schwartz dist ributions;
(iii) When, in particular. these kernels are standard asymptotic functions,
their products are studied in a greater detail and several formulae like (2.3),
(4.2), (5.3), (6.2) or (7.1) are derived. These formulae answer, in particular, to
t h~ question, how the properties of these products depend on the choice of
the asymptotic functions taking part in them, being at the same t ime kernels
of the same (fixed) Schwartz distributions ;
4. Although the present paper does not offer any applications to physics
its motivations lie in some problems of quantum field theory. Recall that the
basic objects in that theory - the so-called "quantum fields" - are oper~
tors whose matrix elements are Schwartz distributions [16J. Nearly in thts
way the distributions are involved in quantum field theory. On the other hand,
for some reasons (which are difficult to explain here), products of the above
ment ioned type: o2(x). o(x). 0(x), o(x) . ..X- 11 , 0(x) . x-n, etc. having no sense

xE!R, &E(O, 1),

nple ( 1.2). It is_ ea~y ~o v~rify
the Dirac's dtstnbutlon, 1. e.
X"'='cp(O),

cpE~.

Jsly of the type ([ll], (1.20))
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rify as well that formula (2.1 0)
.c numbers M20 and M21 there
p(O)-M21cp'(O)}

went himself many other exam
ndard and for which the theo
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but work in the whole class
ssible because the class of all
respect to the operation of
1ultiplication). For example, if
in example (1.8) and example
d, but 0 + x-n is not standard
re standard. That is why we
functions in a separate class
· the whole class F0 ;
the focal points of this work:
sses kernels f in the class of
))) ;
funcuons can be c rrectly
e o2(x), o(x). 0 (x), O(X)<~l · x-tt,
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nd several formulae like (2.3),
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. field theory. Recall that the
1uantum fields" - are _oper~
ributions [16]. Nearly 1n thiS
eld theory. On the other band,
here), products of the above
:) .x-n, etc. having no sense

in the conventional theory of distributions appear at a certain stage of quan
tum theory and cause great complications in its mathematical apparatus [ 15}.
The author of the present paper hopes that the results offered here could turn
out to be useful for simplifying the solution to some problems of quantum
theory connecting its physical consequences more closely with its mathema
tical principles.
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